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Hymenopus coronatus (the Malaysian preying mantis) has a cunning hunting technique. It disguises itself as an orchid; its four walking legs are exquisite replicas of petals and its lethal jaws blend into the background. This makes it beautiful to behold, but for the lizards and insects that are its prey, ruthless and deadly. What looks like a flower, and an enticing source of nectar, is actually a death trap.

The tobacco industry has learnt well from H coronatus. It camouflages its deadly product in elegantly decorated packages making them look on the one hand uniquely attractive and on the other just like any branded product. Thus they acquire exclusivity and legitimacy. Like H coronatus, tobacco companies also succeed in hunting and killing small creatures. It is abundantly clear that young people are drawn into smoking by branding and that liveried packs play an active role in this process.

The UK Government is therefore to be applauded for its proposal to mandate plain packaging for cigarettes.1 This would involve removing all distinctive signs from packs leaving only the name of the brand in a standard colour and font, along with the legally mandated information.2 It’s the equivalent of turning H coronatus into a piece of couch grass.

The evidence for the harm done by liveried packs is clear. The first concerns emerge from the business literature, which emphasises that the pack in lots of product categories has become far more important to the brand impact is in the design of the cigarette packet.25 It is not surprising then that the leading business website Tobacco Journal International (TJI) confirmed this marketing value, commenting that “more than half the analysts in TJI say that while ‘it is certainly possible’.25 He also notes that “it is important to remember that every anti-tobacco proposal that has been consulted on by the UK government in the last 10 years has been implemented” and

Scheffels shows how “cigarette brands and cigarette package designs are given meaning in relation to personal characteristics, to social identity and to positions in hierarchies of status...”23,24 In this way they become props for self expression. Similarly, research in North America reveals how young people use branded cigarettes to appear fashionable, popular and smart; and the most recent research in Australia27 reinforces the evidence that plain packs—the plainier the better—can strip away these layers of deceptive imagery.

As if this poisonous seduction was not enough, the pack livery also acts as a spoiler, distracting attention from the health warning.26–31 Much time and effort has been put into strengthening these and they are a valuable and effective public health measure, and yet clever pack designs are allowed to subvert them.

None of this is wasted on the tobacco companies. Analysis of their internal documents shows that they fully appreciate the marketing value of their packs and will fight to keep them.32 They argue that any restriction would represent an unfair interference in their creative and commercial freedom and infringe property rights.33 But these freedoms are negated by the harm being done to public health and the need to protect young people. Furthermore, the pharmaceutical market provides an interesting precedent: powerful medicines, particularly addictive ones such as psychotropic drugs, routinely come in plain packs.34 Tobacco is also extremely addictive, carries enormous health risks, but unlike a medicine, provides no objective benefits.

Interestingly, despite their obvious opposition to generic packaging the tobacco industry does see it as a very real possibility. In their 2007 Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) submission Philip Morris lists it as 1 of 10 “significant regulatory developments [that] will take place over the next few years in most of our markets”35. Similarly, the industry analyst in TJI says that while “it is unlikely in the next year or 2, on a 5- or 10-year view, then I think it is certainly possible”.32 For more information on the plain packaging debate please see the website of the Tobacco Control Research Group: www.tobaccocontrolresearch.org
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(inadvertently) that the UK would be performing a valuable service to global public health because “if it goes ahead in the UK, it will sweep across many countries around the world in a few years”.25

It is, then, the time for action. H coronarius is a wonderful natural phenomenon; tobacco branding is an obscene man-made corruption of it. This lethal phenomenon; tobacco branding is an obscene man-made corruption of it. This lethal
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